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Dakota are not the same as those in California, and it is my belief that the Corps needs 
to adapt accordingly (and quickly) to apply effective practices across the country.   
 The withdrawal of the water supply rule affords the Corps an opportunity to further 
evaluate the application of the Flood Control Act of 1944 (FCA), Water Supply Act of 
1958 (WSA), and associated internal policies.  In your letter you asked some specific 
questions, which I have included for context, along with my responses, immediately 
afterward.   
 
Pertaining to the FCA: 
 

a) Do you agree domestic, municipal, stock water, irrigation, mining, and industrial 
uses that do not interfere with flood control operations have priority over other 
uses of water stored in project reservoirs in states lying wholly or partly west of 
the 98th meridian? 

I agree that the operation of Corps reservoirs for navigation shall not 
interfere with the uses provided in Section 1.  If confirmed, I would work to 
ensure that the Corps recognizes the State-issued rights, and operates its 
reservoirs to avoid interference with those uses. 

b) Do you agree State officials should make the determination of whether 
navigation uses conflict with any current or future beneficial consumptive uses 
of water for domestic, municipal, stock water, irrigation, mining, or industrial 
purposes under state law in states lying wholly or partly west of the ninety-
eighth meridian? 
 

I agree that the determination of whether navigation uses conflict with 
current or future beneficial consumptive uses must take into account - and 
defer to - the states’ determination of lawful uses.  If confirmed, I commit to 
working with the Secretary of the Army in partnership with the states to 
determine how to construct and operate the projects authorized under the 
Flood Control Act. 
 

c) Do you agree with Colonel Schaufelberger's statement to the Senate EPW 
Committee on October 1, 1993 (141 Congressional Record S3744-04, 1995 
WL 96658) that the O'Mahoney-Milliken amendment (Section l(b) of the FCA) 
specifies that consumptive use has priority over other purposes? 

 
I agree that Section 1(b) of the 1944 FCA specifies that the use of waters 

in Corps reservoir projects west of the ninety-eighth meridian for navigation 
shall not conflict with any beneficial consumptive use. 
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d) Do you agree the USACE's flood control operations should not be allowed to 
conflict with any beneficial consumptive uses of water for domestic, municipal, 
stock water, irrigation, mining, or industrial purposes under state law in states 
lying wholly or partly west of the ninety-eighth meridian? 
 

I agree that the Corps’ flood control operations should not interfere with 
any beneficial consumptive uses of water west of the ninety-eighth meridian.  If 
confirmed, I commit to working with water supply users and the Assistant 
Secretary of the Army (Civil Works) who has retained decision authority for 
those requests that may impact flood storage. 

 
e) Do you agree Section 6 of the FCA does not grant the USACE authority to 

"sell" water? 
 

I agree that Section 6 does not authorize the Corps to sell water. 
 
f) Do you agree the USACE's authority to store "surplus water" under Section 6 of 

the FCA is limited to retaining water impounded for project purposes but 
subsequently determined to be "surplus" to project purposes? 

 
Congress did not define the term “surplus water’ in the 1944 FCA.  I agree 

that the Corps has traditionally understood “surplus water” to have the meaning 
you described in your letter.  We learned during the water supply rule public 
comment period that some States, Tribes, Water Supply Associations and other 
stakeholders prefer a more specific definition.  If confirmed, I would propose the 
following definition for “surplus water” as a starting point for moving forward in 
this conversation: 

 
• Water that does not impact a current or future State water right 

• Water that does not impact a current or future Tribal water right 

• Water that does not impact congressionally authorized purposes of 

the Federal project 

 
 
 
 












